
Important Beginnings
Until the 1950s, mapping was mainly of national concern.

But a growing awareness that solutions to common

cartographic problems would benefit from shared research

led to new international cooperation. A key conference, in

1956, organized by the visionary, Carl Mannerfelt, director

of the Swedish Esselte Cartographic Division, focused on

applied cartography, and would lead to the foundation of

the International Cartographic Association (ICA) in 1959.

An important personal link was John Keates, an Oxford

graduate and accomplished map-maker. He had been Chief

Cartographer at Esselte in the late 1950s but returned to

take up a teaching post at Glasgow University in 1960.

Having been a close friend of Carl Mannerfelt, he had

already shared the vision and much groundwork for the

establishment of the ICA. John would also have a key role

in founding the British Cartographic Society (BCS) in

1963.

The BCS represented all British cartographers, with

initial focus on government and commercial bodies.

However, the ‘coal-face’ workers: the real compilers,

designers and producers of maps at that time, were still not

fully recognized. University cartographers were one such

group, working alone or in very small numbers, helping

academics prepare maps and other graphics for publication.

In the early days they had very little status. Indeed, as the

BCS began to support and promote major mapping

establishments, cartographers employed in universities

were often discouraged from even making contact with one

another, perhaps in fear of the growth of trade unions. For

them, hope of effective professional development seemed

unlikely. However, with the experience and visionary drive

of Carson Clark (Southampton University) and colleagues,

and the support of Professors Monkhouse (Southampton)

and Steele (Liverpool), some training was introduced in the

late 1950s. In Glasgow University, John Keates had been

thinking along similar lines and surprised Carson’s group!

With Gordon Petrie, in September 1964, he not only

organized a week-long Summer School in Practical

Cartography, but, identifying those universities already

employing cartographers, sent out targeted invitations to

them all. The event was a great success, with twenty people

from fourteen universities; as reported, ‘…never before

have so many University Cartographers had the

opportunity to meet each other.’1 During that week, on the

suggestion of John Keates, the Society of University

Cartographers (SUC) was eagerly established, the intention

being ‘to promote a high standard of cartographic

illustration in universities’. This event and outcome

highlights the importance of significant people and

fortuitous timing – although I almost lost out on the timing!

Through an incident involving international politics and

economics I nearly lost a year and thus the opportunity of

being part of that Summer School’s teaching team!2

Development
By 1965, over thirty cartographers had committed to

building on the ‘Glasgow’ foundations. A fire of

enthusiasm had been ignited and, from the outset, a strong

core of committed colleagues and friends was formed.

Although never large in numbers, the SUC would become

remarkably effective for spreading knowledge and skills to

the membership and beyond. Not only were members well

served but, over the past fifty years, the Society has helped

to consolidate and disseminate new cartographic ideas and

the expanding adoption of digital technology. It has made

a difference, and continues to do so.

The Summer School idea, promoted by John Keates,

attracted university employers by its practical value, and it

became the main focus of every Society year. Longer than

a typical academic weekend ‘conference’ it involved

training workshops (in conventional and new

technologies), lecture sessions demonstrating the use of

current cartographic methods across business and industry,

and visits to local map production offices. The planning of

such week-long programmes was non-trivial, testing the

energy and ingenuity of local organizers. The Summer

School extended members’ knowledge of regional
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cartographic activities and attracted new adherents. A half-

century of Summer Schools has now explored the length

and breadth of the UK and even some overseas venues!

After the first Society Summer School the obvious next

step was to publish highlights of the programme, and the

SUC Bulletin was launched. Although organizing

professional training courses was never possible for the

SUC, the Bulletin archive has provided a growing

educational resource and helps to extend awareness of the

Society nationally and internationally.

Evolution and Change
The first twenty-five years were characterized by the

‘older’ (manual) technologies of cartography and

publishing, clearly reflected in Bulletin contents. Early

papers covered traditional map production with less than

10 per cent about computers and satellite imagery. By

1990, the percentage on digital and satellite had reached 60

per cent. This change of emphasis was also reflected in the

regular and detailed Bulletin sections on ‘Equipment and

Materials’, ‘Computers in Cartography’ and ‘Computing

News’, assembled by expert and experienced SUC

contributors. The increase in ‘computing’ papers also

reflected the accelerating advance of computer mapping.

Technology had not yet offered digital substitutes for

manual drawing or adhesive text and symbols, but

statistical maps became easier to compute and present.

Indeed some early statistical mapping packages were

being employed by academic staff (non-cartographers!)

and perhaps heralding the beginnings of the

‘neocartography’ of twenty years later! 

Although the Society had been established

specifically for technical cartographers working in

universities, by 1990, its success in providing information

and support for a much wider professional mapping

community was recognized by the name-change to ‘The

Society of Cartographers’. The Bulletin had also become

more professional, incorporating a new logo in 1998 and,

finally, being transformed to its exciting full-colour design

in 2008.

Contact with members, in the early years, was

mainly one-way, through Bulletins and Newsletters. Real

interchange of thoughts and ideas was restricted to letters

or through personal contact during Summer Schools.

However, the second quarter-century saw many changes,

especially through Email and the Internet. First came the

‘Carto-Soc’ Listserv (an automailer) allowing users to

send queries to a global community and receive

responses – a great facility for the exchange of practical

advice (currently with 400 subscribers from 20

countries). Then came the Society website, now a rich

and active source of Society information, including

online access to Bulletins, Newsletters, information

sources, digital resources and software tips. With the

addition of Facebook (2004) and Twitter (2006) the

potential for information sharing has become even

greater. Links with both Carto-Soc and Social media are

now provided in Society publications, e.g. ‘Snippets

from the Carto-Soc Listserv’ in the Bulletin, and sample

Facebook/Twitter exchanges in Newsletters. Apart from

reporting on Society activities, Newsletters also include

sections such as ‘Cartographic Ramblings’ and, of

course, the Radio ‘Ramblings’ of the current Chair (Steve

Chilton) who provides regular responses, especially to

map-related queries from BBC Radio 5.

SoC members were still drawing maps manually,

with significant changes in methods were highlighted by

Graham Allsopp’s 1991 survey (Allsopp, 1991).

The use of computers (rather than traditional pen

drawing) was as follows:

Society members: 50 per cent

Non-members: less than 20 per cent

…with most offices using Apple Macs rather than PCs.

The most popular drawing packages were Adobe

Illustrator and Aldus Freehand. The greater use of

computer mapping in members’ drawing offices compared

to those of non-members’, may illustrate the value of a

constant flow of advice, source material and shared

experience derived from Society publications and website.

Fewer than 10 per cent of all drawing offices were still

working manually in 1991. 

The Society Today
Has the nature of University cartographers’ work really

changed? An informal review by the author revealed that

most members are still responsible for the many tasks

common within Geography Departments: creating maps,

diagrams, graphs, posters, pamphlets, booklets and other

graphics for academic publications and teaching. Where

individual maps are required, data processing is being

done with packages such as ArcGIS, and transferred to

Adobe Illustrator for final map creation. Some members

support teaching programmes, and help students (and even

some staff) with both data processing and graphics. The

range and quality of members’ work appear annually as

entries for the Wallis Design Award. I was impressed by

the level of members’ digital-awareness, and their wide

and detailed knowledge of evolving cartographic research

fields. 

Many members (in university and other cartographic

offices) seem to enjoy their work, and appreciate the

community contacts and services available through the

Society. I described the founding group in 1964–65 as

fired with enthusiasm and hope. It seems that the Society is

still in good heart, but not without some worries about the

future.

Membership numbers have been falling, e.g. from

225 in 1986 to 128 in 2013/14. Reasons for this could

include the increasing resources and alternative map-

related communities now available on the Internet.

Summer School attendance has also fallen, e.g. 150

(1991), 71 (2009) and 62 (2014), although the

geographical location of venues can make a difference.
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Although the SoC has Charitable status and is a Limited

Company, financial viability is still of concern, as is the

ability to fill Committee posts. The workloads which team

members have to carry (in addition to their day-jobs), are

also challenging. As a proud Honorary President for

seventeen years I never ceased to admire the energy and

commitment of major office-bearers. I have called them

‘super-heroes’, especially those who have had the posts of

Chair, Secretary, Bulletin and Newsletter Editors, as well

as those responsible for membership, finances,

subscriptions and publicity. But challenges must be faced.

Following a so-called SWOT Analysis (Strengths,

Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats) an action plan

emerged, covering publicity, management, Society

viability, members’ services and finance. This was

followed by an online questionnaire on the future direction

of the SoC, details of which are available in the ‘Members’

Area’ of the SoC website. In the short term 83 per cent

wanted some form of the status quo, but 88 per cent of

members favoured a long term change. Discussions are

on-going, but the process of self-analysis has been

beneficial. 

Professional Cartographers Are No Longer
the Only Map-makers
Everyone is a ‘mental’ mapper, although some are better at

this than others! The employment of carto-visualization

devices, static or animated, to aid and enhance our spatial

thinking, is a form of what has been called ‘external

cognition’ (‘interaction between internal and external

representations when performing cognitive tasks’, Rogers,

2004). When well-designed and with appropriate content,

maps can reduce the mental effort of spatial problem-

solving and accelerate understanding. This area of design

is where professionalism – knowledge and experience of

the technical and artistic skills of map-making – has,

traditionally, ruled. But it appears that useful cartography

can now be achieved by non-professionals without such

skills, using new interactive programs. I have referred to

this approach as ‘using cartography’ more holistically,

rather than just referring to existing maps (Wood, 2000

Summer Schools). This also highlights the growth of

democratization in cartography, as the creation of many

such map visualizations are no longer restricted to

professional cartographic specialists.

The Society of Cartographers may have had small

beginnings, but, from the outset, it comprised real

professionals who, through necessity, were constantly

challenged to consider all stages and aspects of their

mapping/graphics tasks. These were certainly not

restricted to segments of map production lines – such as

‘name-placement’ or scribing. The frequent isolation and

independence of professionals such as university

cartogrpahers may have caused frustration but, with

Society support, their skills and knowledge expanded.

Stimulation from both their own work and through the

Society community helped increase their awareness, not

only of technological developments, but also of global

changes in the field of mapping.

Two important developments emerged during the

last decade, in which Society members have become

deeply involved. The first, OpenStreetMap (OSM), was

launched enthusiastically in England in 2004 creating free-

to-use geographic data worldwide, and avoiding the legal

restrictions of most official national datasets. The second

development – Neocartography – mentioned previously,

grew more gradually from the cartographic

democratization mentioned above. New groups of non-

traditional map makers are learning to make much more

sophisticated maps for themselves, for research or just for

fun! In fact it is quite likely that most of the non-official

maps or geovisualizations produced today could be

referred to as neocartography.

A leading participant in both projects has been the

current Society Chair, although other members of SoC are

also involved. Steve Chilton joined the OSM ‘movement’

in 2006. He has been an eager and regular mapper since

then and acts as a spokesman for the project. Another

enthusiasm has been for neocartography, and he was

instrumental in the establishment of the new International

Cartographic Association Commission on Neocartography

(from 2011), of which he is the first Chair. Of course, other

members of SoC are also engaged in this subject. Finally,

recognizing the continuing significance of design in both

traditional and neocartography, another proud boast of the

Society is that the current leaders of the ICA Commission

on Map Design (Chair, Ken Field and Vice-Chair, Alex

Kent) have had long involvement with the SoC. 

Conclusion
It has been a privilege for me to witness the birth and

development of this fine Society. Although membership

numbers have been moderate this has not restricted its

energy and effectiveness. Throughout the past fifty years,

the Society has both reflected the progress of the subject

and helped stimulate the adoption of new technologies in

universities and other cartographic offices. The level of

maturity displayed by members, as well as the outstanding

leadership of major office-bearers and supporting

Committee, explain the success of these fifty years. The

legacy of memorable Summer Schools connecting with

cartographers regionally, nationally (and even

internationally), excellent publications and archives,

formal, informal and virtual educational and training

facilities, as well as significant participation and

leadership at international levels – is one to be proud of.

Thanks must also go to those influential and

visionary people who have not survived to witness this

legacy. Their various contributions have been essential to

its success.

A major challenge may lie ahead but, to repeat the

title of Steve Chilton’s recent book on fell running… “It’s

a Hill, Get Over It”.
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Notes
1 Report in the first Bulletin of the Society of University

Cartographers, November, 1964 (p.3).

2 In 1964, I was the first full-time student to complete

John Keates’ new Diploma in Cartography. But things

could have been very different! In July, 1960, while

working as a deck-hand on a Tate & Lyle sugar

transporter travelling to Jamaica, I was caught up in the

political upheaval which culminated in the Cuban

Missile Crisis.
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